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Abstract
Stress Corrosion Cracking (SCC) is a failure mechanism that results from the
combination of tensile stress, corrosive environment and material susceptibility; it is frequently
an intergranular attack. Material-environment combinations for SCC readily exist in nuclear
power plants, and are critical for to the longevity of the reactor components. Inconel 690 (alloy
690 UNS N06690) is an alloy that has been put into service in the nuclear industry over the past
20 years due to its relatively good resistance to SCC. A new generation of nuclear plants is
likely to be built in the US and the life of existing and new nuclear plants are expected to extend
to 60-80 years. The study of alloy 690, as well as other structural metals, is important in order to
understand, predict, and avert costly and dangerous failures that could occur due to SCC later in
the life of the plants.
The microstructure of an alloy has an important effect on its corrosion and SCC behavior.
In particular, high energy grain boundary structures in austenitic Ni-base alloys and stainless
steels have been shown to have greater SCC susceptibility. This thesis studies the fundamental
structural and chemical properties of grain boundaries in alloy 690, to better understand the SCC
resistances and susceptibilities of different grain boundary structures.
In order to investigate the grain boundaries based on their structure, an integrated
approach was developed to allow for site-specific chemical and mechanical characterization.
The chemical analysis, which was the focus of this thesis, was accomplished using a
Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) for imaging and a Scanning Transmission Electron
Microscope (STEM) with Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) for elemental analysis.
TEM samples from selected grain boundaries were prepared in a site-specific manner using a
Focused Ion Beam (FIB). The mechanical analysis of the grain boundaries was accomplished
through nanoindentation by a collaborator in the same research group. To identify grain
boundaries of interest, for TEM sample creation by FIB or nanoindentation, the surface
crystallographic structure was mapped using Orientation Image Microscopy (OIM).
Microindents on the surface were utilized as fiduciary markers in the navigation of the surface.
The three structures examined were low 1, low angle, and high angle grain boundaries.
Boundaries were characterized in a: 1) solution annealed state, 2) Thermomechanically
Processed (TMP) state consisting of a 5% compression followed by annealing at 10000 C with a

water quench, 3) TMP state consisting of a 5% compression followed by annealing at 9500 C
with a furnace cooling.
Chemical composition differences, major element segregation or precipitation, were not
found at grain boundaries in the solution annealed material or the TMP material that was water
quenched. Cr-carbide precipitation was observed at the grain boundaries in the furnace cooled
samples. The structural character and distribution of the carbides was dependent on structure of
the host grain boundary. Low E grain boundaries exhibited a thin band of Cr-carbide on the
boundary that was approximately 50 nm thick. On low angle grain boundaries, coarsened Crcarbides were observed in semi-continuous form; with an average size of 230 nm. On high angle
grain boundaries, further coarsening of the carbides resulted in a discontinuous distribution with
an average precipitate size of 430 nm. Cr depletion occurred in the vicinity of the carbides;
depletion was the most severe on high angle grain boundaries, down to 20wt-%.
The suspected cause of the varying degree of coarsening of the Cr-carbides was the
differences in diffusivity that control the kinetics of precipitation at the grain boundary. The
"mean field" model for the coarsening of a distribution of carbides was used for quantitatively
comparing the diffusivity of Cr at the high and low angle grain boundaries. The result indicated
that diffusivity of Cr at high angle grain boundaries was an order of magnitude higher than at
low angle grain boundaries, at the temperature of Cr-carbide formation 600-950' C.
High angle grain boundaries have been shown to be the most susceptible to corrosion and
SCC previously. The results of this work suggest that the higher diffusivity of Cr at the high
angle boundaries of alloy 690 could contribute to SCC susceptibility through two mechanisms:
1) The coarser carbides, formed because of higher diffusivity, can more easily initiate
microcracks if they are present. 2) The higher diffusivity leads to greater Cr redistribution,
which could leave the boundary in a chemical state more prone to corrosion.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Stress Corrosion Cracking
Stress Corrosion Cracking (SCC) is a critical failure mechanism in materials employed in
commercial and scientific areas of society, the nuclear power industry included. SCC can have
devastating consequences as once onset it may cause rapid brittle failure. The materials it affects
are widespread and serve important roles, frequently as structural components.

The sudden

failure of important components is problematic for the nuclear power generation as unpredictable
failures cannot be accurately predicted or planned for; when they occur they come with a hefty
price tag and significant risk to the plant and the public. This work aims to understand SCC and
consequently how it can be mitigated.
SCC occurs only when a specific set of conditions are present, these conditions are:
Corrosive Environment, Tensile Stress, and a Susceptible Alloy. This is illustrated by Figure 1.
It should be noted, as the last condition implies, not all metals are in danger of SCC. Generally
alloys are more susceptible to SCC than pure metals; the susceptibility increase in an alloy
family as the tensile strength of the alloy increases [1]. Furthermore conditions causing SCC in
one alloy may not cause cracking in a different alloy, susceptible to SCC nonetheless just with
different conditions.

Table 1 below shows combinations of some alloys and environments

causing SCC.

Stress

Susceptibility
SCC
Corrosive
Environment

Figure 1.1- Venn Diagram of SCC showing the three necessary factors for SCC to occur.
Where these overlap is the region where SCC may occur. These factors are necessary
but not sufficient.

Table 1.1- Table of material-environment combinations causing SCC[1]
Alloy
Environment
Temperature
Austenitic
Hot acid chloride solutions such as MgCl 2 and
600 C-200 0C
Stainless Steels
BaC12
NaCl-H 20 2 Solutions
Neutral halides: Br, I,F
Alkaline CaC12
Seawater
Concentrated caustic solutions
> 120 0C
NaOH-H 2S solutions
Condensing steam from chloride waters
Forsensitized alloys:
Polythionic acids (H 2 SnO 6 )

Sulfurous acid
Pressurized hot water containing 2 ppm
dissolved oxygen
Ferretic
H2S, NH 4C1, NH 4NO 3, hypochlorite. (Resistant
Stainless Steels
to most environments if free of nickel but
may fail by other modes of corrosion in same
media.)
Duplex
Susceptible to same environments as Austenitic
Stainless Steels
stainless steels but more resistant. (Immune
to intergranular SCC in polythionic acid.
Also greater resistance than ferretic stainless
steels to other forms of corrosion.)
Martensitic
Caustic NaOH solutions. (Resistant to SCC in
Stainless Steels
hot chlorides. Susceptible to hydrogen
embitterment.)
Carbon Steels
Caustic NaOH solutions
NaOH-NaSiO 2 solutions
Calcium, ammonium, and sodium nitrate
solutions

Reference
[2]
[3]
[2]
[2]
[3]
[2]
[3]
[3]

RT

[4]

RT
300 0 C

[4]
[5]
[4]

[2]
[4]

[4]

>50 0 C
>255 0 C
Boiling

[4]
[3]
[4]

Mixed Acids (H 2 SO 4 -HNO 3)

RT

[3]

HCN solutions, acidified
Acidic H2S solutions
Seawater
Anhydrous liquid ammonia
Carbonate/bicarbonate
Amines

Warm

[4]
[3]
[3]
[6]
[4]
[4]

CO/CO 2 solutions

RT
All

[7]

Alloy
Ni-Cr-Fe
Alloys 600,
.800, 690.

Environment
High-temperature chloride solutions
aggravating factors: pH 4, oxidizing
species;, such as dissolved oxygen, H2 S, free.
sulfur
Polythionic acids and thiosulfate solutions,
sensitized alloys with excess carbon

Temperature
>205 0 C

Reference
[8]

RT

[8]
[7]

...... solutions
Caustic alkaline

3150C

[8]

RT
Acidic fluoride solutions
RT
Hydrofluoric acid
RT
Hydrofluosilicic acid Susceptible in coldworked state. Resistant in stress relived state RT
Methanol/halide
..
i xo e a d ,,.... ++ + ml a e so u i , +++........
,, . ..++++',++H2S
290 0C
Caustic alkaline solutions
Nickel Alloy
200, 201
RT
Ammonia Vapors in water
Copper-Zink
RT
Alloys (Brass) Amines in water
RT
Nitrates in water
>15% Zn
Water, Water vapor alone
RT
(45-50% Zn, P or P + Talloys)
Nitrate solutions
Some Sulfate solutinos
RT
Air with water vapor
Aluminium
RT
Potable waters
Alloys
RT
Seawater
RT
NaCl solutions
RT
NaCl-H 20 2 solutions
Titanium
Red fuming nitric acid
RT
Alloys
Hot salts, molten salts
>260 0 C
30 0 C-75 0 C
N2 0 4
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[7]
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1.2 The NuclearIndustry Experience with Stress Corrosion Cracking
Included on Table 1 are a number of families of alloys of great importance to the nuclear
power industry. Most classes of steels are susceptible under some set of conditions; however
those including even a small amount of nickel are most at risk. The highlighted row of the table
is a family of nickel-base alloys containing large amounts of iron and chromium.

These

"Inconel" alloys, the name given by one of the alloy manufactures (Special Metals, Inc. and its
antecedent named companies), are different from stainless steels having nickel as the solvent
instead of iron; this bestows greater resistance against general corrosion (along with greater
cost!). Ni-base alloys serve for a wide range of purposes in nuclear power plants, and are
proposed for even more purposes in generation IV reactors including:

* Steam generator tubing material
* Control rod drive mechanisms pressure boundaries on the reactor pressure vessel
* Fuel cladding material (proposed) [12]
* In-core structural components (proposed) [12]

In nuclear plants, the circumstances required to produce SCC can occur, sometimes with
severe consequences. The term Primary Water SCC (PWSCC) refers to SCC caused by the
water of the primary system of the plant. Some examples of how PWSCC affected nuclear
plants in the past are presented below.
A near disastrous example of PWSCC occurred when through-wall cracks in alloy 600 on
the control rod drive mechanisms on the top of the reactor head allowed a significant amount of
wastage to occur due to boric acid corrosion of the carbon steel of the vessel the nickel alloy was
protecting. The actual degradation of the vessel head was compounded in many ways by poor
management and operation practices at the power station but the ultimate cause of the
degradation was PWSCC of alloy 600 and associated weld metals.

The corrosion was

discovered before a significant accident occurred [13].
SCC can also lead to steam generator tube rupture.

The steam generator is the

component of the plant transferring energy from the primary fluid, which interacts with the
reactor to the secondary fluid which runs the turbine. Steam generator tubes were initially made

of alloy 600, but beginning in approximately 1989 they are now made with alloy 690. This
move was to combat the tube rupture resulting from the PWSCC that occurred due to the
chemistry of the water, and the buildup of certain corrosive agents in crevices[14].

Despite

changes in alloy, heat treatment and water chemistry steam generator tube degradation continues
to be an issue of concern for the industry. While the failure is not nearly as catastrophic as the
accident scenario leading to a failure of a reactor vessel head penetration, steam generator tube
rupture is a problem as it allows contamination of the clean secondary fluid by the radioactive
primary fluid and costs a large amount of money.
A recent example of a steam generator tube issue is a tube failure that occurred at Indian
Point Unit 2 on February 15th , 2000. The reactor tripped manually and the operators successfully
identified the problem and managed the plant. The NRC stated that, while the radiological
release to the environment was minor and there was no impact to public health or safety, the
event was risk significant [15].
In the nuclear industry, safety and reliable operation are essential. With the large capital
investment in the plant it is desirable to have it producing power as continuously as possible.
Down time for corrective maintenance is undesirable. Additionally safety is a top concern as the
industry is highly sensitive to public safety. These factors contribute to the necessity to better
examine and understand mechanisms, like SCC degradation, so materials can be designed to
address the extreme conditions of nuclear power while balancing longevity, cost, efficiency and
safety.

1.3 Planfor the Thesis
Before the specifics of this work can be examined several background topics must be
covered. After a discussion of alloy 690 in Section 2.1 and grain boundary structure in Section
2.2, Section 2.3 is an overview of SCC, looking at both how it's degradation is currently
understood and work that has been conducted on it up to this point. This section shows it is
established that microstructure has an effect on the corrosion resistance of the material, both
general and localized. Another topic covered in the background section is the effect that Cr
segregation has on the material resistance to SCC in Section 2.4. This can be the result of the

thermal mechanical history of the alloy, which is related to the final background topic, Grain
Boundary Engineering in Section 2.5.
After the various facets of the background are concluded the specifics of the problem
statement and goals are laid out in Section 3. This work explores the specific properties of grain
boundaries of different structure in a comprehensive fashion, meaning looking at the mechanical
chemical and structural properties of each major type of grain boundary. This supplements the
current state of knowledge in this area as there is a necessity for empirical data about the
properties of grain boundaries that can lead to either better or worse behavior in terms of SCC.
The approach is covered in Section 4. The five major steps of the approach with an
emphasis on why each step is important are discussed. These steps are processing, mapping,
sample creation and finally chemical and mechanical analysis.

The approach section also

explains the tie of the work in this thesis to the mechanical analysis, which was carried out by a
collaborator in the research group.
Following the approach section is the procedure in Section 5. The procedure section
covers the details of each step that was used; included are the specifics of each step that was
carried out on each set of samples.
The results and discussion section follows in Section 6. The specific results of the grain
boundary examination are the focus of the section. Other results are also discussed; these are the
effectiveness of the processing scheme used in Section 6.1 and also the overall effectiveness of
the integrated technique in Section 6.5.
The final section of the thesis is the conclusions in Section 7, as expected the final
conclusions of the work are covered.

2

Background

2.1 Alloy 690
Alloy 690 (UNS N06690) is a new Ni-base alloy with a high Cr content. It is the
material studied in this work because of its importance to the nuclear industry. Table 2.1 shows
the chemical composition of both alloy 690 and 600 (UNS N06600), the alloy that 690 has
replaced in many applications due to its better corrosion resistance.

Alloy 690 is primarily

composed Ni, Cr, and Fe, it has a FCC structure and low stacking fault energy. In this way it is
similar to austenitic stainless steels. Its high Cr content and Ni base impart excellent corrosion
resistance to it. A compilation of the properties of 690 can be found in the bulletin on it from
Special Metals [16].
Table 2.1- Compositional comparison of alloy 690 and 600. The major difference between
the alloys is the Cr content. The alloys are held to lower impurities for nuclear
applications [16][17].
Element
Alloy 690
Alloy 600
Nickel

58.0 min

72.0 min

Chromium

27.0-31.0

14.0-17.0

Iron

7.0-11.0

6.00-10.00

Carbon

0.05 max

0.15 max

Silicon

0.50 max

0.50 max

Manganese

0.50 max

1.00 max

Sulfur

0.015 max

0.015 max

Copper

0.50 max

0.50 max

2.2 Grain Boundary Structure
In order to continue discussion, the topic of grain boundary structure needs to be
addressed. There are two ways to describe grain boundaries discussed in this work. The most

obvious is misorientation angle.

To even further describe the boundary an angle can be

accompanied by an axis of rotation. The second is with a parameter termed 1. The E number of
a boundary describes it in terms of how well the two adjacent grains line up; a more through
description is below.
Grain boundaries can be categorized into three different structures: low angle, high angle
and low E. These three categories have different properties. Table 2.2 displays the differences
between each structure, which are discussed in more detail below.
Table 2-2-Three major categorizations of grain boundaries and their properties
Description
Energy
Structure
Low Angle
Low
Misorientation angle between the grains is low, generally less than
150 [18]
Coincident
Low
Also known as low Z GB; Special high angle GB where a certain
Site Lattice
fraction of the atoms line up
High Angle High
Boundaries with a high misorientation angle and low order.

Low angle grain boundaries are boundaries between grains where the lattice
misorientation is less than a certain angle. The exact angle defining a low angle grain boundary
can vary depending on what specifically is of interest but it is generally accepted as 150 . Low
angle boundaries are best thought of as an accumulation of a number of dislocations. They
exhibit a high degree of order away from the dislocations sites, where the nearby lattices match
up. The dislocations serve as points where the grain boundary energy is concentrated, but over
all concentrating the disorder at the dislocations servers to increase the order of the boundary and
lower the energy of the boundary [19]
High Angle boundaries are defined as having a lattice mismatch greater than a certain
angle, again generally 150.

High angle boundaries are the least ordered of the three grain

boundary structures as there is a high degree of mismatch between the neighboring lattices. Thus
they can allow the fastest diffusion and propagation of cracks along them [18].
Low E boundaries represent a special case of a high angle grain boundary. These are
boundaries having a high angle, greater than the given angle, yet exhibit properties more like low
angle boundaries. They are also known as Coincident Site Lattice (CSL) boundaries. While
they can be described with an axis angle combination they are easier to understand when

described using the I number defining them. The E value of a boundary is the inverse of the
fraction of atoms between the lattices that are coincident. That is to say, a E3 boundary has one
out of every three atoms coincident, where as a Z5 boundary has one out of every five atoms
coincident. A Z5 boundary is shown in Figure 2.1 below. Important E boundaries are E3 and E9
boundaries which result from twinning. With this new way to define a grain boundary, the old
way being with angle, low and high angle boundaries can be reexamined. Take E1 boundaries,
by definition every atom is coincident between grains; this is a low angle boundary as nearly all
the atoms line up between the grains. As the value of I increases the amount of order in the
boundary quickly decreases. At some point the E number is so large it does not confer any
special order to the boundary. This cut off is accepted to be around E30 [20], at which point the
boundary is simply a random high angle boundary.

[100]

•)
:;:.1 .. ,

Figure 2.1- A E5 boundary. The red lattice and the green lattice overlap at one out of
every five cites, shown as blue atoms [19].
CSL boundaries are desirable because they break up the random grain boundary network
improving both the chemical and mechanical properties of the material [21]. Further discussion
on this point is found in Section 2.5.

Grain boundary energy is a characteristic of each boundary type. Figure 2.2 below is an
illustration of how grain boundary energy varies with misorientation angle. Grain boundary
energy characterizes the amount of order at the boundary; high energy means high disorder.
Grain boundary energy is tied to the diffusivity of the boundary. High angle boundaries,
having high energy, exhibit higher diffusion rates than low angle boundaries. This makes sense
from a structural stand point as high angle boundaries are a continuous path of high diffusivity
material while low angle and CSL boundaries are not [18]. Figure 2.3 below shows data about
the diffusion of Zn along grain boundaries of Al as a function of misorientation angle. As shown
in Figure 2.2 and 2.3 the misorientation angles which have low energy, in Figure 2.2 b, also have
low diffusivity in Figure 2.3.
Diffusivity differences between the different boundary structures affects the interface
compositions described in Section 2.4; in the context of segregation at grain boundaries.
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Figure 2.2-Calculations of grain boundary energy as a function of misorientation angle
for simple cubic geometries. Low angle boundaries and low K boundaries exhibit lower
energy than random boundaries [19].
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Figure 2.3- Plot of diffusion coefficient versus misorientation angle for Zn along grain
boundaries of Al, an FCC metal. Misorientation measured around the <110> axis. The
valleys occur at the angles corresponding to CSL boundaries, the deepest of which is a
670 rotation for a E3 boundary. Compare to figure 2.2 b to see a match between diffusion
coefficient and grain boundary energy [22].

2.3 Understanding Stress Corrosion Cracking
As stated there are three necessary factors for SCC to occur, mechanical loading (tensile
stress), corrosive environment and susceptible material. These factors give some insight as to
how the process of SCC is occurring. SCC can be either intragranular or intergranular, either
through the grains or through the grain boundaries respectively.
SCC is a type of low ductility failure occurring at loads significantly below the yield
stress. The cracking is a process propagating as the stress and corrosion feed off each other in a
"chicken or the egg" type process. Weakened by the mechanical load the materials is more
vulnerable to corrosive attack, which weakens the strength of the material causing failure and the
growth of the crack as new material is exposed to the harsh setting.
Intergranular SCC (IGSCC), the more common of the two types and the type of interest
in this work, occurs along the grain boundaries. Grain boundaries have different structure and

chemistry than the bulk of the materials, which can bestow either more or less favorable
properties.

As shown below, in the case of SCC, boundaries exhibiting low order are

unfavorable and allow the prorogation of the cracks. Thus the microstructure of a material can
largely impact its performance with regards to corrosion in general and SCC specifically.
With a processing scheme to be discussed later, Tan et al were able to tailor the
microstructure of alloy 800H and 617 in such a way to obtain more favorable corrosion
properties. They obtained surface oxides that were denser in Super Critical Water tests and
lower overall oxidation rates. This illustrates how simply changing microstructure can make an
alloy more corrosion resistant [23].
More specifically correlating microstructure to SCC resistance was done by Brummer for
an austenitic stainless steel. This can be seen in Figures 2.4 and 2.5. Figure 2.4 shows an
intergranular SCC in a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) micrograph and the corresponding
Orientation Image Microscopy (OIM TM , TSL Inc., Draper, UT) map. The OIM technique, to be
discussed more in depth later, identifies the structure of grain boundaries. The path of the crack
follows a series of the random grain boundaries, designated by dark lines, but does not propagate
along any twin boundaries, designated by the finer lines[24].
Figure 2.5 illustrates this in greater statistical significance as it displays the distribution of
grain boundary misorientation angle for the sample. It then shows the statistical data for a
number of cracks observed for the same material, again with misorientation angle as the variable.
The lower energy boundaries, occurring at 600 and marked with the notation 13 on the figure
account for approximately 30% of the total boundaries, however they only account for 10% of
the cracked boundaries. Thus the lower energy boundaries have a much higher resistance to
cracking than the random boundaries.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.4- Microstructure of an area of stainless steel 304 with a SCC. A) SEM image of
the crack. B) OIM image showing random boundaries with dark lines. The crack occurs
along the random boundaries. [24]
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Figure 2.5-Distribution of cracked boundaries versus normal boundaries in austenitic
stainless steel [24]
Corrosion and SCC behavior can be influenced, and to an extent, controlled by
microstructure. As such the microstructure and SCC are intimately related. To fully understand
SCC requires a thorough understanding of its interplay with the microstructure.

2.4 Segregation and Sensitization
Segregation refers to the redistribution of alloy constituents in a non-uniform way. Often
it refers to minor alloying elements, but it can also refer to major element segregation. In this
thesis, segregation terminology is used to refer to major element segregation, particularly that of
Cr. Cr redistribution in an alloy can be in the form of solid solution segregation and phase
precipitation.
It is well known and studied that both Ni-base alloys and austenitic stainless steels exhibit
Cr-carbide precipitation, based on annealing conditions, at their grain boundaries. Alloy 690 is
no exception, having low solubility of carbon its microstructure generally features carbides of the
form M2 3C 6 [16]. Carbide precipitation occurs when the material experiences thermal conditions

below the solution point of carbon but still high enough for the process to be kinetically active,
500 0 C or higher.
As explained in the text by Jones for austenitic stainless steels [1], sensitization occurs
when the carbide precipitation depletes the area surrounding the grain boundary of Cr which is
vital for corrosion protection. When the Cr concentration surrounding matrix falls below 12%
Cr it lacks the necessary corrosion resistance. The Cr-carbide itself is very corrosion resistant;
however the surrounding matrix is not. A galvanic couple is formed with the stable oxide
protecting the bulk being the cathode and the sensitized area the anode. Figure 2.6 below shows
a schematic of a grain boundary decorated with carbides and the corresponding depleted zone.
While sensitization is a problem for many different alloy compositions, alloy 690 is
relatively resistant to sensitization due to the high Cr content of the alloy and the increased
diffusivity of Cr due to the high nickel content [25]. In some cases the grain boundary carbides
have been observed to be beneficial in 600 and 690 against IGSCC when they are semicontinuous [25][26].

Chromium-

Dissolved metal

L

Figure 2.6- Diagram of grain boundary carbide precipitation and sensitization that can
occur at grain boundaries in stainless steels and nickel base alloys [1].
In addition to the chemical differences, precipitation also causes mechanical differences
at the boundaries. Second phase particles can serve as stress concentrators and ultimately as
initiation points for cracking. The coarser the second phase particles are, the higher the local
stress concentrations [27].
Grain boundary segregation is affected by boundary structure [28]. Low angle grain
boundaries exhibit smaller degrees of segregation than high angle boundaries; the degree of
segregation increases with misorientation angle [18]. The lower energy CSL boundaries show a
lower degree of segregation.
Recent work, by Lim et al, has shown a dependence on grain boundary structure for Crcarbide precipitation behavior for Inconel 690. The results showed discrete coarse carbides on
random boundaries, many fine carbides on low angle boundary, while no carbides were found on
coherent twin boundaries [29]. These results support carbide development being diffusion
controlled with the higher energy boundaries allowing more diffusion.

2.5 ControllingMicrostructure
In the previous sections it was microstructure can control the corrosion properties of a
material. Grain Boundary Engineering (GBE) is an attempt at controlling the microstructure.
The term GBE refers to improving the overall grain boundary character of a metal by
increasing the fraction of low energy grain boundary while suppressing others. This idea was
first proposed by Watanabe [30]. Thermomechanical Processing (TMP) is a process used for
GBE. The effect of TMP is to promote organized Coincident Site Lattice (CSL) boundaries over
those of random grain boundaries [31 ].
TMP for FCC Ni-base alloys is well accomplished with the process developed by
Palumbo. It consists of subjecting the material to cycles of cold working, generally 5-30%
thickness reduction, followed up by a short time annealing at around 1000 'C [32]. Obtaining a
desirable microstructure with TMP requires careful control of each parameter.
Parameters in the cold working are the strain per cycle and the number of cycles. Kumar
compared the strategy of one large deformation step followed by annealing to many small
deformation-annealing cycles[33]. The latter provides better results for forming E3 boundaries.
The reason cited for this is large thickness reductions produce a large amount of local strain
causing recrystallization during annealing. Small strains do not cause drastic recrystallization
and grain boundaries reorganize and migrate to release the energy.
Watanabe reported that microstructures with the same grain boundary character
distribution could be different from each other in the way the boundaries are connected [34].
GBE not only increases the fraction of resistant grain boundaries; it also can have an impact on
the network the boundaries form.

Adding resistant grain boundaries does not necessarily

contribute to breaking up the random grain boundary network. An example of this is annealing
twins. These low energy boundaries can contribute a large portion of the fraction of resistant
boundaries yet do not contribute to breaking up the network of random boundaries. Thus an
alternate way to describe the grain boundary character of a material is not to consider the fraction
of resistant boundaries but rather the fraction of resistant triple junctions. A triple junction is a
location where three grains meet. This occurs when three grain boundaries come together to
form a "T" or a "Y." If at least two of the grain boundaries are random grain boundaries, then
the junction is susceptible to propagating processes that occur only along random boundaries. If

two of the boundaries are resistant, CSL boundaries, then the junction is resistant. If all three of
the boundaries are resistant then it is not considered an active junction. The fraction of resistant
junctions is then the number of those that are resistant (two resistant boundaries) divided by the
total number of active junctions (all the junctions minus those with three resistant boundaries)
[35].
Another work of note on TMP is work done by Tan et al [36]. They examined different
variations on the TMP parameters to determine the set of conditions most desirable for an
Inconel alloy. The best thickness reduction per cycle found by Tan et al was 5%. Higher strain
rates per cycle, 9% and 13% were tested, but did not prove as beneficial.
GBE is an attempt to improve the grain boundary property distribution of the material
moving it towards more corrosion resistant configurations. However, a large amount of trial and
error is necessary to determine desirable GBE conditions. Previous works give guidance as to
how to process alloy 690 to obtain desirable boundaries to investigate, but also reemphasize the
need for more fundamental research about grain boundaries. This can ultimately enable a
methodical approach of tailoring microstructures against SCC.

3 Problem Statement and Objective
Understanding the properties of each grain boundary structure helps in beginning to
understand why SCC crack growth might be occurring along some grain boundaries but not
along others. This is important because much work is already forthcoming on engineering the
microstructure of alloys to include higher fractions of desirable types of grain boundaries.
Currently it is understood some structures of grain boundaries are less susceptible to SCC and
other corrosive and percolative processes as discussed in Section 2.2 and 2.3 [23][24]. What is
missing is an atomistic scale understanding of grain boundary properties which render them
resistant: particularly their structural and compositional nature.
The primary objective of this research is to investigate how composition and precipitation
vary, of the grain boundaries in alloy 690 as a function of grain boundary structure, then to use
this information to draw inferences to SCC phenomenon.

This is especially important for

understanding the initiation and early stages of SCC.
This knowledge can also ultimately aid in the engineering of grain boundaries resistant to
SCC as it give insights as to why certain boundaries are more favorable, and perhaps further
elucidate how to better obtain them.
An accompanying objective of this research is to work coherently with another project in
this research group [37] studying nano-mechanical properties of boundaries to obtain a complete
description of each boundary structure. Accomplishing this goal requires the careful application
of a number of different techniques in a novel integrated way.

4 Approach
In order to consistently study the properties of individual grain boundaries, an approach
was developed making use of different techniques in a novel combination.

This section is

devoted to describing the approach that was developed, both the part carried out by the author
and the work carried out by a collaborator in the same research group. Discussing the approach
in this integrated way allows for a better understanding of its capabilities and the reason each
step taken.
The techniques included in this thesis are: Processing to control microstructure, Electron
Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD) to map the microstructure of the surface, Focused Ion Beam
(FIB) to produce site specific TEM samples, and Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) for
characterization of the grain boundaries. The reason for the necessity of each of these techniques
is discussed here. Nanoindentation was used in parallel with the specific work described in this
thesis. The integration of the techniques, nanoindentation and FIB+TEM, provides chemicalmechanical information about select regions in the microstructure.
Previous published works have used a number of these techniques in combination [38].
The approach in this work presents a different way of applying the techniques, which results in a
more site specific method for analysis.

4.1 ControllingMicrostructure:Grain Boundary Engineering
The properties of a material are a function of its processing history and the resulting
microstrucutre. The processing path materials can be subjected to are often varied depending on
the final purpose of the material. One possible processing scheme, GBE, was discussed in some
detail previously in Section 2.5. This is the processing path of most interest in this work as high
fractions of desirable grain boundary orientations are the result of successfully applying the
technique.
While GBE is not the stated purpose of the work it was the first step of the process; not
with the goal of improving the grain boundary character (although this is an interesting effect to
look at) but for providing representative grain boundaries to investigate. The TMP ensures that

each of the three major types of grain boundaries are present and in number large enough for
examination.
Another purpose of the processing scheme was to produce a significant chemical change
at the boundary. By controlling the final annealing temperature and time, the final chemical
properties of the grain boundaries can change; promoting sensitization or Cr-segregation by
annealing below the solution point of carbon and allowing a slow cooling. This would serve to
magnify the differences existing between the grain boundary structures.

4.2 Mapping Surface CrystallineStructures and Grain Boundary
Structures: OrientationImage Mapping through Electron Backscatter
Diffraction
Orientation Image Mapping (OIM) was accomplished through a process on a Scanning
Electron Microscope (SEM) using Electron Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD). EBSD provides a
means by which to view the orientation of a point on the surface through focusing the electron
beam on a point and observing the backscatter diffraction pattern.

The diffraction pattern

consists of geometric bands, which are analyzed to give the crystallographic orientation at the
point being viewed [39]. Through an automated process of scanning many points on a grid and
using a computer to analyze the diffraction patterns a map can be made of the surface of a
sample. Once the data is gathered analysis software offers many options for viewing it. OIM is
a very rich technique in terms of information offered compared to the time it consumes [39]. Of
interest in this work was identifying the grain boundary structure of the boundaries on the
surface of the samples so the desired one could be selected for analysis.
The purpose of this step was to characterize the microstructure of the sample, to clearly
identify each type of boundary on the surface. It was this step that allowed the important tie with
nanoindentation.
Beyond the OIM, general mapping of the surface was also preformed to allow for the
repeated location of a particular area for analysis with various different microscopy techniques,
SEM, FIB and nanoindentation. This was necessary to ensure the efficient and correct location
of areas of interest repeatedly. This was accomplished using a grid of micro-indents forming a

square. One extra indent was always done in addition to the square to give asymmetry so one
could easily orient the area when magnified many times on a microscope.
Figure 4.1 below demonstrates this technique. The grid shown in the figure is ten by ten
and each indent is spaced 200 microns apart. The grid was visible to the eye and easily in any
optical microscope. OIM was then carried out on individual squares of the grid. This gave a
comprehensive map for properly selecting grain boundaries to analyze. It was at this point where
the approach diverges into two parallel paths.

4.3 Nano-Mechanics of the Grain Boundary: Nanoindentation

This step was carried by the researcher collaborating with the author on this combined
approach in the same group [37]. Nanoindentation makes use of a material of known properties
to measure one of unknown properties. The sample to be measured is deliberately contacted
with a tip of known geometry. The response of the materials is then measured. Because the
material and geometry of the tip are well understood certain properties of the sample material,
modulus of elasticity and hardness, can be deduced [40].
Nanoindentation was highly desirable for this application because the indentation depth
could be on the order of tens of nanometers; allowing high resolution probing on the order of
400 nm lateral separation in the vicinity of the grain boundary.
The surface was imaged with an optical microscope on the instrument.

The optical

microscope allowed for the location of the general areas of interest, those imaged with EBSD
and located by micro-indents or FIB sites. The nanoindenter tip itself was used to image the
surface as a scanning probe. Nanoindentation imaging then unveils the grain boundaries in the
area, which were compared to OIM boundary maps so boundaries of specific structures could be
examined. A nanoindentation image can be seen as part A of Figure 4.3, including the boundary,
the indents and its corresponding location on the OIM map.

Figure 4.1- A) OIM image quality map with high angle boundaries highlighted in red, low
angle boundaries highlighted in green and low I grain boundaries highlighted in blue. B)
OIM Inverse Pole Figure map showing out of plane texture and its cooresponding key. C)
SEM image of 10x10 Micro-indentation used as positioning reference on the sample. All
three images are navigated through the micro-indents.
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4.4 Site Specific Sample Preparation:Focused Ion Beam
Once grain boundaries of interest were identified with the above mapping process
discussed in section 4.1, they needed to be removed from the sample for analysis in the TEM.
This was accomplished by the use of a Focused Ion Beam (FIB). A FIB operates much like an
SEM, with the notable difference being it has a beam of ions rather than electrons. This gives it
many uses above and beyond simple imaging. The FIB can be used to remove material from the
surface by sputtering it away. It can also deposit material to the surface by interacting with a
gas. TEM sample preparation was accomplished by milling large trenches on both sides of a
membrane and then bonding that membrane to a probe via deposition. The membrane was then
cut free from the sample and bonded to a TEM grid before it was detached from the probe. This
is a brief overview of the process, which is covered in more detail in the procedure section. A
more through treatment of various FIB-TEM techniques is by Li et al. [41].
The strength of the FIB technique is its site specific nature. The FIB used was a dual
beam FIB, meaning it had both an SEM column and a FIB column. This allowed for extensive
imaging of the surface. FIB and SEM images could easily be compared to the OIM so the
knowledge about boundary structure could be utilized. This is illustrated by Figure 4.2.
The FIB-TEM specimen preparation technique has disadvantages also. It is a very time
consuming process to produce a small area for TEM analysis.

More notably there is the

possibility for sample damage and/or contamination from the gallium beam (gallium is the type
of ion employed by the FIB.) For this work sample damage was not significant as long as
mitigating steps, stepping down beam current and voltage as the sample thinned, were taken.

Figure 4.2- Comparison of FIB image with an OIM map. The OIM image has been overlaid
on the FIB image using the micro-indents. The extra features on the FIB image are sites
where TEM membranes were prepared. These sites are on grain boundaries.

4.5 Grain Boundary Composition: Transmission Electron Microscopy
The final step in the in the integrated approach was the chemical analysis of the sample.
Once the TEM specimen was created via the FIB it was analyzed. The sample was imaged at
high resolution in TEM mode. This was done to view the structure of the boundary, to see if
dislocations accumulated or if precipitates may have formed. In addition to the visual inspection
in TEM mode the sample was imaged in Scanning Transmission Electron Microscope (STEM)
mode.

STEM mode allowed for elemental mapping using Energy Dispersive X-ray

Spectroscopy (EDS).
The mapping of the chemical data took place in many different forms, including maps,
line scans and point analysis. With high spatial resolution, this technique finally allowed probing

of the different structures of grain boundaries. However it was the integrated approach as a
whole that made this step possible.

4.6 OverallApproach Integration
It was the careful coordination of the techniques described above that assured the success
of this integrated approach. Figure 4.3 below is a good illustration of the many steps and how
they all came together. One of the real strengths of this approach is its site specific nature.
Boundaries of known identity can be easily and repeatably identified and measured. Successful
execution of both nanoindentation and FIB-TEM analysis on the same boundaries was
accomplished. The importance of the EBSD in this process should not be underestimated. In
addition to simply differentiating boundary types, it provided information, like exact
misorientation and angle and axis, allowing for better insight in choosing boundaries and also in
the analysis of the data gathered from those boundaries.
One final note on the approach, it is not specific to Inconel 690 only. This and other
general findings about the approach and how the techniques interact with each other is discussed
further in section 6.5.
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Figure 4.3- This image shows the combined approach A) Nanoindentation image showing
the measurement of a grain boundary. B) FIB-TEM site magnified. C) A resulting TEM
image from the membrane being created. D) SEM image of the microstructure with an
OIM of the grain boundary structures overlaid. Red lines are high angle boundaries, blue
lines are twin boundaries and green lines are low angle boundaries.
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Procedure
The procedures for this project are described in five sections below. This procedure

describes all the steps between receiving the initial sample of metal to producing the results
detailed in the next section. Table 5.1 below lists the compositions of the alloy 690 samples
used.
Table 5.1Source
Allvac
Special
Metals

Compositions of alloy 690 used
Fe
Cr
Co
Ni
9.1
29.33
0.008
60.64

Mn
0.25

10.24

0.15

59.47

0.003

29.5

0.031

Cu
<0.01

0.03

<0.01

C

0.05

S
<0.0003

0.04

0.001

Si

5.1 Processing
The goal of the sample processing was to produce boundaries which had variation in
properties easy to measure but which also were representative of grain boundary engineered
samples. While not the main focus of the work, the processing schemes were intentionally
designed in an attempt to improve the grain boundary character of the microstructure.
Processing procedures were based on literature review (described in section 2.5) and
experience with the alloy. Three different processing schemes of different combinations of
strain, annealing temperature and cycling were attempted. The samples were solution annealed
before any processing occurred at 11070 C for 15 minutes followed by water quenching. The
three processing schemes used are described in Table 5.2 below.
Processing runs A and B were chosen to compare the effect of cycling large versus small
strains. Based on previous works [33][36] it was believed that small strain would be better and
this was confirmed. Processing run C was carried out using the lower strain condition but
varying the annealing conditions to evaluate this affect.

Table 5.2-Processing schemes used over the
Strain (%
Metal
Processing
reduction)
Provider
Run
25%
Allvac
A
B

Allvac

5%

C

Special
Metals

5%

course of the project
Cooling
Annealing
Number of
Temperature Method
Cycles
Water
10000 C
2, 4, 6, 8
Quenching
Water
10000 C
1, 2, 6
Quenching
Furnace
9500 C
1
Cooling

5.2 Surface Preparation
A non-trivial step of the procedure is the preparation of the surface after processing. The
purpose of this step was to prepare the surface for the diverse number of microscopy techniques
to be used and coordinated on the surface. While optical microscopy and SEM had no major
limiting factors for the surface, nanoindentation imaging, and EBSD required the surface be
extremely flat.

Nanoindentation required further limitations to the surface; no films or

mechanically deformed surface layers could be present. It was also required that the grain
boundaries be visible in FIB, SEM, and nanoindentation imaging.
Nanoindentation was the technique that demanded the most of the surface; a standard
mechanical polishing down to a 0.05 micron alumina polish satisfied all the other techniques. To
remove the thin deformation layer left by the final mechanical polish the samples were
electropolished. Details on electropolishing and mechanical polishing can be found in the ASM
handbook [42][43]. The specifics of the mechanical polishing are listed in Table 5.3 below. The
electropolishing was carried out in a bath of six parts sulfuric acid and four parts water for 180
seconds; the polishing current was set up and sample dependent but in the range of 400 mA/cm 2
[37].

Table 5.3- Mechanical polishing procedure
Load
Abrasive
Surface
CarbiMet
60 grit SiC water
6 b
abrasive discs
cooled
CarbiMet
CarbiMet
abrasive discs

120 to 1200 grit
10to 1200 grit
SiC water cooled

Base speed
150rpm

Time
Until planar

6 lb
6 lb

150 rpm
150 rpm

Until previous
Until previous
grit scratches no
grit scratches no
longer visible

9 gm MetaDi
Trident cloth

Supreme
diamond
suspension
3 pm MetaDi

6 lb

150 rpm

15 mins

Trident cloth

Supreme
diamond
suspension
1 pm MetaDi

6 lb

150 rpm

15 mins

Trident cloth

Supreme
diamond
suspension
MasterPrep 0.05
gm alumina
suspension

6 lb

150 rpm

15 mins

6 lb

150 rpm

15 mins

MicroCloth

It should be noted that some of the processed samples which had a significant amount of
Cr-carbide formation could not be electropolished due to pitting initiating at the site of the
second phase. These samples were finished with only the mechanical polish.
The final detail of surface preparation was placing on it the grid by which to navigate.
This was done with a Micro Materials NanoTest 600 using 3 newtons of force. This resulted in
indents on the order of 10 microns across. Indents were done between 200 and 500 microns
apart, depending on the grain size of the sample. This process ensured enough undisturbed area
for measurements of the grain boundaries to not be affected by the indents.

5.3 Microstructure Characterization
To do the OIM on the sample a Ziess Supra55VP Scanning Electron Microscope with a
Field Emission Gun, located at Harvard University Center for Nanoscale Systems, was used.

The EBSD detector and software were provided by EDAX, Version 5.2 of the data collection
and analyzed software were utilized.
The sample was mounted on a universal 450 mount via conducting tape. The stage was
then tilted 250, with the end result being the sample oriented at a 700 angle to the SEM beam
facing the EBSD detector. A working distance between 12 and 15 mm was utilized. The
microscope was operated in high vacuum mode at 20 KeV with a 120 micron aperture.
Scan size was generally one square on the grid. Step size was chosen accordingly. A
representative run would be 300x300 micron grid with a 1 micron step size.

The detector

imaged 40-60 points per second, runs lasted 15-30 minutes.
Minimal clean up routines were preformed on the data before it was analyzed to remove
points of low confidence index (<.2).

The data was analyzed to show high angle grain

boundaries as any boundary between 150 and 1800. Low angle grain boundaries were taken to
be boundaries between 50 and 150. If less than 50 separated two points it was not considered a
boundary. CSL boundaries were taken to be Z3 and 19 boundaries; the deviation tolerated for
these I boundaries is given by equation 5.1.

T=

K

Equation 5.1

T is the tolerance in degrees, while K and n are parameters taken to be 15 and 0.5, respectively.
This is the well known Brandon Criteria [44].
This concluded the pre-characterization and preparation, the grain boundaries were now
ready to be examined. Grain boundaries were extracted via FIB as described below and also
nanoindented.

Coordination between the two techniques enabled characterization with both

techniques.

5.4 Grain Boundary Removal
This step was carried out using a Ziess NVision 40 Focused Ion Beam System located at
the Harvard University Center for Nanoscale Systems. It is a dual beam system. The lift out
itself can be broken down into three stages. The first stage was the preparation stage. The

second stage was the lift out stage. The final stage was thinning the membrane down to electron
transparence. The critical step in the process is step two as attaching the sample to the probe and
manipulating it on the probe are very challenging. The specifics of the steps used to create the
TEM sample are listed below.
The sample was first imaged with the SEM to locate the area of interest where the TEM
sample would be created. Once located the sample was imaged with the FIB to allow the
positioning of the cuts for the initial stages of the lift out procedure.

The thickness of the

membrane before it was lifted out was approximately one micron. The parameters of the cuts
used for this stage are listed in Table 5.4. Figure 5.1 shows what the membrane looks like after
this stage.

Figure 5.1-SEM image of eventual TEM membrane after the initial cuts in the FIB lift out
procedure. The trenches on either side of the membrane have been milled. The
membrane now 1 micron thick is ready to be lifted out.
To free the membrane, three more cuts were made. These were two side cuts and one
under cut. One of the side cuts and the undercut were made before the sample was attached to
the probe, the final cut was made after. The probe was a very sharp needle controlled to speeds
of 0.2 [tm/s. The probe was slowly brought to the vicinity of the membrane until they touched.
It was very important that the membrane and probe touch, however the amount the probe
disturbs the membrane was minimized. Once contact occurred a deposition was done on the area

of contact to bond the membrane to the probe. An image of the probe attached to a membrane
ready to be cut free can be seen in Figure 5.2 A.
Once free the membrane on the probe was detracted while the TEM grid was moved into
view as shown in Figure 5.2 B and C. Then, in a similar fashion to attaching the probe to the
membrane, the membrane was slowly moved to the TEM grid until barely touching. At this
point a deposition was used to attach the membrane to the grid, and subsequently the membrane
was cut free from the probe. A deposition was then applied to the other side of the membrane to
ensure it was firmly bonded to the grid. Figure 5.2 D shows a membrane attached to both the
TEM grid and the probe. Milling and deposition parameters are detailed for each step in Table
5.4.

Figure 5.2- Steps in stage 2 of the FIB lift out procedure. A) The membrane after it has
been attached to the probe, the final side cut only needed to free the sample. B) The
membrane is free from the sample and being lifted out. C) The membrane is being
moved closer to the TEM grid. This grid already has a membrane on the B post. D) The
membrane is attached to the grid and the probe, once cut free from the probe it is ready
to thin down.

The final preparation of the TEM membrane once on the grid was to thin it to electron
transparence. The goal was to have the area of interest on the membrane be 100-150 nm thick.
Figure 5.3 shows a top down view of a thinned down membrane. To ensure the membrane was
not lost, and the "polishing" was good the current was stepped down successively as the
thickness of the sample decreased. The details of this final thinning are listed in table 5.4 below.

Figure 5.3- Image of a FIB prepared TEM membrane ready for TEM examination. The
sample is only a few hundred nanometers thick at the base and slants up to a knife edge.

Table 5.4- Details of FIB lift out procedure used in this work
Membrane Cut Size
Step
Stage 1Thickness
Initial
8x20 jim
3 jm
Coarse trenches
Preparation
for Lift out
6x20 jim
2.5 jm
Deepening trenches
Membrane thinning
Stage 2Moving
membrane
from sample
to grid

1 gm

Step
Under cut
Side cut
Touch probe to sample
Deposition- attach to probe
Side cut
Move membrane to grid
Deposition- attach to grid
Cut Free From Probe
Rotate 1800
Deposition-reinforce grid
attachment

Stage 3Thinning
down to
electron
Transparence

Step
Thinning
Thinning
Rotate 1800
Thinning
Thinning
Fine thinning
Fine thinning
Final polish
Rotate 1800
Fine thinning
Fine thinning
Final polish

lx20 jm

Current Duration
6.5 nA
3 nA
700 pA

4 minutes on
both side
4 minutes on
both side
2 minutes on
both side

Cut Size
1x20 gm
3.5 jm x sample
height
2x2 gm
3.5 jim x sample
height
3 im x sample height
3 im x sample height

Current Duration
3 minutes
1.5 nA
1.5 nA
2 minutes

3 m x sample height

Membrane Tilt Angle
Thickness
800 nm
00
700 nm
00

-

-

40 pA
1.5 nA

2 minutes
2 minutes

40 pA
40 pA

2 minutes
6 minutes

300 pA

1 minute

Current Duration
300 pA
150 pA

3 minutes
3 minutes

00
00
10
10
10

300 pA
150 pA
80 pA
40 pA
10 pA

3 minutes
3 minutes
4 minutes
4 minutes
4 minutes

10

80 pA
40 pA
10 pA

4 minutes
4 minutes
4 minutes

-

500 nm
400 nm
350 nm
300 nm
275 nm
-

225 nm
175 nm
150 nm

10
10

5.5 Grain Boundary Characterization
The TEM used to image and collect the analytical data from the grain boundary was a
JOEL 2010F located at the MIT Center for Material Science and Engineering. The system had
STEM capabilities and an EDS system. The EDS system was an Oxford INCA system. The
microscope was operated at 200 KeV. For STEM a 15 cm working distance was chosen with a 1
nm probe size.
Samples were analyzed both with the high resolution imaging of the 2010F and with the
various elemental mapping techniques available by using STEM in conjunction with EDS. Map,
line and point scans were used to extract chemical information about the grain boundary. Tilting
in the TEM to make the grain boundaries on edge was unnecessary. This is due to the method
used to create the TEM; TEM samples were "machined" perpendicular to the grain boundaries.
This marked the final step in the procedure. The results are in section 6 below.

6 Results and Discussion
6.1 Thermomechanical Processing Results

A primary focus of the program was the study of grain boundaries from GBE samples.
As discussed earlier, TMP is a useful tool in producing appropriately engineered grain
boundaries. The results of the TMP are presented here.
Three different TMP schedules were employed. The details of these are presented in
Section 5.1 in Table 5.2. Run B resulted in a higher fraction of CSL boundaries, consistent with
published TMP works as discussed in Section 2.5 [33][36]. This result is shown in Figures 6.1
and 6.2 below.

.
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Figure 6.1- Fraction of special boundaries (including CSL and low angle boundaries) as a
function of number of cycles in processing schedule A, a large strain and annealing with
water quenching each cycle. The fraction of special boundaries remained relatively
constant between 0.5 and 0.6.
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Figure 6.2- Fraction of special boundaries (including CSL and low angle boundaries) as a
function of number of cycles in processing schedules B, a small strain and annealing
with water quenching each cycle, and C a small strain and annealing with furnace
cooling. The fraction of special boundaries was favorable for a low number of cycles.
The largest fraction of CSL boundaries was obtained after only one strain-anneal cycle in
schedule B.

As the number of cycles increased the fraction of CSL boundaries dropped,
approaching a value similar to what was obtained with the large strains from schedule A.
For TMP schedule C, only one cycle of 5% strain was applied, because this was the
optimal condition from schedule B. A slightly lower temperature with furnace cooling was
employed in run C, to allow Cr-carbide formation at the grain boundaries. The CSL fraction for
the conditions of schedule C was similar to the fraction from one cycle of schedule B;
approximately 80%.
These results are consistent with previous TMP work on similar Ni alloys. Tan et al
found nearly an 80% fraction of CSL and low angle boundaries for their best processing
conditions, a small number of cycles of 5% strain per cycle. For larger strains per cycle, less
favorable results were obtained [36].
TMP was successful; the microstructure was tailored based on known procedures and the
end result was consistent with previous published work.

6.2 Compositional Variation Based on Grain Boundary Character

6.2.1 Thermal Induced Segregation
No grain boundary major element segregation was observed with STEM with EDS
measurements for either the solution annealed samples or processed samples which were water
quenched. Figure 6.3 shows the measured differences for major elements at the grain boundaries
for a solution annealed material and a sample from processing schedule B, both water quenched.
Differences between the bulk and the grain boundary are negligible when compared to the error
in the STEM with EDS measurement.
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Figure 6.3- STEM/EDS results of compositional differences at grain boundaries of
solution annealed samples (A) High Angle Grain Boundary, (B) CSL Boundary, and TMP
samples (C) High Angle Grain Boundary, (D) CSL Boundary. The TMP sample data
comes from a sample with 6 cycles of processing from processing run B. The error bars
result from the uncertainty inthe EDS measurement

Allen et al.'s work [45] on model Ni-Cr-Fe alloys has shown, based on annealing
conditions, slight amounts of major element segregation at grain boundaries.

This segregation

was determined to be on the order of at most 1-2% using Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES) on
fractured grain boundary surfaces. These results are illustrated by Figure 6.4. It is important to
note that AES is a more sensitive technique for elemental quantification compared to STEM with
EDS. Allen et al compared STEM/EDS results to AES results for radiation induced segregation
samples.

Radiation induced segregation samples exhibit a higher degree of segregation than

thermally treated samples making the segregation easier to detect. They concluded that AES
yields a better estimate of actual grain boundary composition that the STEM with EDS
measurements.
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Figure 6.4- Results from work conducted by Allen et al. [45] on thermally induced
segregation in a model alloy of Ni-18Cr-9Fe. The alloy was held at different temperatures
(1100 C and 750 C) for 15 minutes or 30 minutes in one case and then either furnace
cooled (F) or water quenched (W). The data was gathered from fractured grain boundary
surfaces using Auger Electron Spectroscopy.
If there were major element segregation induced by the thermal treatment in the solution
annealed or TMP schedule B material in this thesis, it was likely below the EDS detection limit.

6.2.2 Carbide Precipitation

Carbide precipitation was observed on samples from TMP schedule C.

Cr-Carbide

formation was highly dependent on grain boundary type, consistent with the previous results
from literature discussed in section 2.4 [29]. The character of the carbides ranged from thin
continuous bands at low energy boundaries to coarse discrete particles as the energy of the grain
boundaries increased.
E3 boundaries displayed a thin band of Cr-Carbide along the grain boundary. A thin
band in two dimensional images could represent a sheet of carbide at the boundary.

The

thickness of the band was on the order 50 nm and was detected on Z3 boundaries. Figure 6.5 is a
TEM image of a E3 boundary. There is a band of Cr-carbide, tens of nanometers thick, along the
length of the boundary.
Figure 6.6 shows the compositions of Ni, Fe and Cr both along and across a 13 boundary.
The dashed lines show the nominal level of each element. The composition across the grain
boundary (Figure 6.6 A) exhibits a sharp peak corresponding to the band of Cr-carbide at the
grain boundary. There is a slight depletion, maximum of 2% by weight, of the Cr with in 100200 nm distance adjacent to the grain boundary.

The composition along the entire grain

boundary shows an elevated level of Cr (Figure 6.6 B).
STEM with EDS results, in Figure 6.7, further illustrate the presence of a thin Cr-Carbide
along the boundary. The enrichment of the Cr on the EDS map corresponds to the location of
the grain boundary and is approximately 50 nanometers thick. There is a necessary depletion of
Fe and Ni along the band corresponding to the elevated level of Cr.

Figure 6.5- TEM image of E3 grain boundary. The continuous carbide is visible along the
grain boundary and is 10s of nanometers thick.
The low angle grain boundaries of material from schedule C exhibit coarse but semicontinuous carbides. This is shown in Figure 6.8 which is a TEM image of a low angle grain
boundary. The carbides on the boundary are intermittent but separated by gaps of only tens of
nanometers.
Figure 6.9 shows the composition across and along a low angle grain boundary which is
consistent with the semi-continuous character of the grain boundary precipitates. The
composition of Cr across the grain boundary (Figure 6.9 A) has a peak at and around the grain
boundary while there is a slight depletion adjacent to it. This depletion is due to the Cr
composition not having sufficient time to reach equilibrium with the bulk during annealing after
the carbide formed. The compositions along the grain boundary (Figure 6.9 B) show the Cr level
approaches but is never lower than the nominal composition. Figure 6.10, STEM with EDS
results, again shows the semi-continuous character of the carbide formations.
The carbides formed on the low angle grain boundary are clearly visible with an SEM, as
shown in Figure 6.11. Marked on the image are the sizes of some of the coarsened carbides;
about 200 nm in size.
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Figure 6.6- Composition across (A) and along (B) a E3 grain boundary. 0 indicates the
location of the grain boundary in A. These results are consistent with a continuous band
of carbide as the Cr concentration never approaches the nominal level.

Figure 6.7- STEM with EDS data for a E3 boundary. (A) the STEM image, (B) the Cr map,
(C)the Fe map, (D) the Ni map. The thin band of Cr enrichment corresponds to the
depletion in Fe and Ni.

Figure 6.8- TEM image of a low angle grain boundary. The semi-continuous nature of the
carbides is displayed; the carbides decorate nearly the entire length of the grain
boundary with only very short gaps.
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Figure 6.9- Composition across (A) and along (B) a low angle grain boundary. 0 indicates
the location of the grain boundary in A. While the Cr content drops to levels near the
nominal composition it never drops below it.

Figure 6.10- STEM with EDS data for a low angle boundary. (A) the STEM image, (B) the
Cr map, (C)the Fe map, (D)the Ni map. This displays the semi-continuous nature of the
Cr-carbides as Cr is enriched along the entire length of the boundary, however at some
points the carbides have begun to coarsen.

Figure 6.11- SEM image of a low angle grain boundary. Several of the carbides have
begun to coarsen and are measured. Their size is 200-250 nm.

The Cr-carbides along the high angle boundaries of schedule C material have coarsened
more significantly than along the low angle boundaries, and are of discontinuous form, shown in
Figure 6.12, a TEM image. Carbides occupy the boundary on the top half of the image but the
lower half of the boundary is undecorated with carbides.
Figure 6.13 shows the composition along and across a high angle grain boundary. The
composition across the grain boundary (Figure 6.13 A) is similar to the low angle boundary;
there is a small amount of depletion adjacent to the carbide. The Cr composition drops below the
nominal composition along the grain boundary (Figure 6.13 B). The STEM with EDS images in
Figure 6.14 again displays the discrete nature of the carbides.
SEM analysis further reveals the structural character of the carbides on the high angle
boundaries. Figure 6.15 is an SEM image showing the coarsened and discrete nature of the
carbide particles. The sizes of the carbides are around 500 nm, as shown on the image.

Figure 6.12- TEM image of a high angle grain boundary. The discontinuous nature of the
carbides along this grain boundary is apparent; two large carbides are visible on the
upper portion however no carbides appear on the lower portion.
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Figure 6.14- STEM with EDS data for a high angle boundary. (A) the STEM image, (B) the
Cr map, (C)the Fe map, (D)the Ni map. This displays the discontinuous nature of the Crcarbides as Cr is enriched alona only nortions of the bohindarv

Figure 6.15- SEM image of a high angle grain boundary. Several of the coarsened
carbides are measured and their size is 400-500 nm.

Figure 6.16 is an SEM image from an area of the microstructure from schedule C
material, illustrating well the differences in the carbides formed on each type of grain boundary.
This area contains grain boundaries of each type: CSL, low angle, and high angle. The CSL
boundaries do not show any carbide coarsening. The different coarsening of the carbides on
the
low and high angle boundaries is evident as one boundary changes character when it intersects
with twin boundaries. The high angle boundary shows the highest degree of coarsening while
the low angle boundary is intermediate between the high angle and the CSL boundaries.

Figure 6.16- SEM image of a portion of the microstructure from processed sample C.
This portion of the microstructure contains all three types of boundaries and the varying
Cr-carbide development on each can be easily viewed.

6.3 Analysis of Cr Carbides
Cr-carbide formations on the 13 grain boundaries did not begin to from discrete large
particles. Grain boundaries of higher energy exhibit the formation of discrete particles, having a
varying degree of coarsening with respect to grain boundary structure. The difference in Crcarbide structure at the grain boundaries likely results from different nucleation or growth
behavior caused by diffusivity differences.

Understanding these kinetic effects requires a

characterization and analysis of the coarsening of the particles on each boundary type. The
characterization was accomplished by measuring the average size of the particles as a function of
the host grain boundary type using SEM. These results are summarized in Table 6.1 below. The
size distributions for both similar; the ratios of the standard deviations and maximum particle
sizes to the averages are close for both types as shown below.

Table 6.1- Statistical data for the size of the carbides formed on high and low angle grain
boundaries. Values were rounded to the nearest 5 nm.

Boundary
Type
Low Angle
HighAngle

Number of carbides
measured
19
21

Average Size, r
(nm)
230
430

Standard Deviation c
(nm)
o/r
55
.24
110
.26

Maximum Size
(nm)
rmax/r
330
1.44
625
1.45

Analysis of this data for insight into kinetic parameters, in particular the diffusivity, at the
various grain boundary structures was accomplished with the "mean field" model, which
describes the coarsening of a distribution of precipitates.

To analyze the time dependent

coarsening of a distribution of precipitates Sutton and Baluffi [18] present the "mean field"
model, originally developed by Wagner [46] and Lifshitz and Slyozov [47] with simplifications
by Greenwood [48].

This model is developed for a binary system of two substitutional

constituents, which is not the exact case for alloy 690. However it provides insight related to Crcarbide precipitation with some assumptions discussed below.

This model is based on the

growth of the average size of a distribution of precipitates that are coarsening in time. The
relationship of average particle size with time is stated in Equation 6.1 below.
ravg,(t)3

= A + Bt ,

Equation 6.1

Here ravg(t) is the mean size of the distribution as a function of time. While A and B are
constants. A describes the initial volume of the average precipitate.

A= rvg (0)3,

Equation 6.2

While the expression for B is,

80rDa2n

B= 8

aeq (oo)

9kT

Equation 6.3

Where Tis the interfacial free energy per unit area between the precipitate and the matrix, D' is
the diffusivity of the species making up the precipitate in the original matrix, n2 is the atomic
volume, naeq(oo) is the equilibrium concentration of the species precipitated in the original matrix
in the vicinity of precipitate of infinite size, k is Boltzmans constant and T is the absolute
temperature.
To relate this model to alloy 690, the extra complexity of the alloy must be accounted for.
Ni, Cr and Fe are all substitutional, so the model can be applied to track the precipitation of Cr
from the Ni-Cr-Fe matrix. The system also has an important interstitial component, C. Due to
its interstitial nature C diffuses at a rate several orders of magnitude greater than Cr [49][50]. In
the time scales that Cr diffuses C is present uniformly through the alloy. Thus it is assumed that
the model is applied to the precipitation of Cr from the matrix.
Precipitates have the same amount of time to grow on both types of boundaries. The
nucleation size of the precipitates is small; in general the critical nucleus size is on the order of
100 atoms [51]. This corresponds to a size on the order of nanometers, orders of magnitude
lower than the final size of the particles identified here. Therefore any differences in nucleation
size along boundary types are expected to have little effect on the final difference in precipitate
size. Thus the difference in final size of the precipitates arises from parameters controlling B in
Equation 6.1. Several of the parameters in B are independent of boundary structure: k, T, Q and
naeq(oo).

The interfacial energy between the precipitate and the matrix is independent of

boundary type because as the precipitate coarsens, it grows into the lattice of the grains; the

interfacial energy is between the precipitate and the lattice of the grains in three dimensions. The
diffusivity of Cr through the lattice is much slower than along the grain boundary. Thus it is
likely the diffusivity of Cr on the grain boundary that dictates the different coarsening of the
precipitates at different grain boundary types.
The data from Table 6.1 on the average sizes of the precipitates on the grain boundaries
are used to find a relation for the diffusivities of the two types of grain boundaries.

rvg,

- Dh

D,

r',)

-

4
230

=

6.5

Equation 6.4

Where ravg,h and ravg,l are the average size of carbides formed on the high angle and low angle
grain boundaries, respectively; Dh and D1 are the diffusivity of Cr on the high angle and low
angle grain boundaries, respectively. This analysis shows that the diffusion of Cr along the grain
boundary is many times faster for a high angle grain boundary. The diffusivities of the boundary
have temperature dependence; this calculation is valid for the temperature range at which the
carbides formed, which can be determined from Time-Temperature-Transformation diagrams for
austenitic alloys [1][25], in this experiment, 6000-950' C based on furnace conditions.
The error for the calculation of the ratio of diffusivities can be propagated from the
distribution based the formulas below.

A=

A

ravg,i

Dh

D,

=A

A
D,

,

=

+ a

ravg,h

g,

= 0.352

Equation 6.5

avg

=3 A D = 6.86
AD,

Where A is an intermediate value for the ratio of the radii and

Equation 6.6

GA,

Dh/DI,

yravg,h,

and

ravg,I

are

standard deviations of the subscripted variable. The standard deviation of Dh/DI is 6.8. This
large value comes from the large range in distribution of the carbide sizes. A population of
carbides that coarsens has a size distribution, summarized in Table 6.1. Carbides were sampled

from different grain boundaries classified into low and high angle boundaries; each boundary has
its own distribution adding to the variance in the sample distribution obtained. Based on this
analysis, the diffusivity difference between low and high angle boundaries is expected to be
within one order of magnitude.
The evolution of carbides with time is a very complex process to which a simple model
was applied.

Nonetheless the diffusivity result produced from this model is qualitatively

reasonable compared to results from previous works described in Section 2.

6.4 Grain Boundary Structure on Stress Corrosion Cracking Behavior
6.4.1

Chemical Effects
The increased diffusivity of the Cr along the high angle grain boundaries leads to the

development of coarser precipitates. It depletes the surrounding areas of the grain boundary at a
higher rate which does not allow for Cr to diffuse back to the grain boundary from the lattice to
"heal" the boundary. This leads to depressions in Cr concentration at points along the high angle
grain boundary, sensitization.
Sensitization severely weakens a grain boundary against chemical attack in oxidizing
environments.

Cr, which normally protects the metal by forming a stable oxide film, is not

present in high enough concentration at sensitized boundaries to do this. To compound the
situation the surrounding grains do have a passive film which acts as a cathode to the grain
boundary which suffers from anodic dissolution.

Sensitization greatly increases the

susceptibility to SCC in some environments [1].
The results of this work show that alloy 690 is resistant to sensitization at all grain
boundary structures by virtue of its high level of nominal Cr content. The level of Cr drops
below the nominal level in between carbides along the high angle grain boundaries, as low as
20% at select regions. Additionally there are slight reductions in Cr concentration adjacent to the
carbides in both high and low angle grain boundaries. The Cr content is not depleted in either
situation to reach a point where the boundary is susceptible to corrosion, below 12% Cr. This
illustrates one advantage of alloy 690 over alloy 600 in SCC resistance.

6.4.2 Mechanical Effects
While the distribution of the carbides was used to deduce information about the grain
boundary kinetics, the carbides themselves induce different mechanical behavior at the grain
boundary. The carbides can serve as sites for micro void nucleation. The energy for void
initiation decreases as the volume fraction of the carbide increases because of higher local stress
concentrations on the coarser particles. These voids can lead to micro-crack formation [27][52].
Thus high angle grain boundaries may suffer preferentially from micro-crack formation at
carbides compared to other types of grain boundaries due to the higher degree of carbide
coarsening that they exhibit, as confirmed in this thesis.
High angle grain boundaries exhibit the highest degree of Cr depletion and greatest
likelihood for micro-crack formation; this aligns with previous work discussed in Section 2
demonstrating high angle grain boundaries are more susceptible to corrosion and SCC than other
types of grain boundaries. These effects can be caused by the depletion of Cr surrounding the
Cr-carbides and by the presence of the carbides, in the context of micro-crack formation. These
properties are not fundamental to the grain boundary structure but result form the carbide
formation, which strongly depends on Cr diffusivity at the boundary.
The rationalization of the difference of Cr diffusivity with grain boundary structure is the
most important observation in this thesis for determining fundamental chemical properties of the
grain boundaries. The result of the diffusivity varying an order of magnitude between low and
high angle grain boundaries agrees with previous published results on grain boundary
diffusivities varying by a few orders of magnitude [22][53][54]. The diffusivity differences of
different grain boundary structures cause different segregation and precipitation behavior; this
could be a contributing factor to different SCC susceptibilities of grain boundaries.

6.5 Overall Success of Integrated Technique
This section focuses on the over all success and challenges of the integrated approach
used. The approach was successful because boundaries of each structure were examined with
both nanoindentation and TEM, and in some cases the same boundary was examined with both

nanoindentation and TEM. Figure 6.17 and Table 6.2 show a comprehensive set of boundaries
examined on one sample. The results obtained were both reasonable and meaningful.

6.5.1 Challenges
In combining the techniques, ways in which they could negatively interfere with the data
were considered. Nanoindentation is sensitive to the topological and mechanical state of the
surface. Thus, other techniques affecting the surface could have an impact on the results. FIB
bombards the surface with heavy ions capable of affecting it so FIB imaging may have an impact
on the nanoindentaiton data. The areas receiving a significant amount of FIB imaging are within
10 [tm of a FIB cut. Thus this area was avoided for nanoindentation measurements. One
measurement was carried out to compare the effect of indenting in the near vicinity of a FIB cut
to those a distance away.

The result of this did not indicate there were any conclusive

differences in the measured values of hardness and Young's modulus [37].

In addition the

variance in the data near the FIB marker was similar to the other data sets. More measurements
on this subject are needed to definitively show the effect of FIB imaging on nanoindentation.
The micro-indents that were used for navigating the surface map could interfere with the
final measurement and characterization of mechanical and structural properties.

The micro-

indents have an interaction volume with the sample where they induce dislocations, similar to
nanoindentation, however on a much larger scale. For this reason it was important not to take
any measurements in their vicinity.
Section 6.2 discussed a weakness of TEM in detecting subtle amounts of segregation
compared to other techniques like AES. AES is not a viable alternative for this procedure
because it cannot be accomplished in a site specific manner. However the use of a higher
resolution TEM/STEM, one with angstrom resolution, would allow for better detection of and
characterization of low levels of segregation at the grain boundary.

6.5.2 Strengths
One of the major strengths of this approach lies in its capability to probe properties
consistently site specific. The surface characterization and mapping stage, in addition to serving
as a means to choose sites, aided in the analysis of the data obtained. It provided the out of plane
textures of each of the grains, information useful to interpreting nanoindentation results.

Figure 6.17- OIM showing a sampling of boundaries analyzed
Table 6.2- Information about the boundaries identified in the above image along with the
corresponding techniques used to characterize them.
Boundary
Type
Misorientation
Technique
Angle
Rotation Axis
applied
Reduced
Actual
A
13
58.30
<-1 1 1>
<-1 1 1>
TEM/FIB
B
Low Angle
12.10
<-1 -1 3>
<-8 -6 21>
TEM/FIB, NI
C
High Angle
54.20
<4 3 0>
<24 18 1>
TEM/FIB, NI
D
13
58.80
<-1 1 -1>
<-1 1 -1>
NI
E
High Angle
51.50
<-3 1 -1>
<-18 5 -5>
NI

Another strength of the combined approach is that information obtained through one of
the characterization paths can be used to help understand data gathered with another.

An

illustration of this comes from using TEM results to help explain nanoindentation results.
Nanoindentation data for high angle boundaries on samples from processing schedule C
contained outlier points of much higher hardness, shown in figure 6.18. Due to knowledge from
TEM about the large carbides existing on these types of boundaries it was determined the
seeming outliers measured on those boundaries with nanoindentation were true data points
belonging to the second phase.
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Figure 6.18- Nanoindentation data from a high angle grain boundary from material from
schedule C. Data points between 4 and 6 GPa are representative of alloy 690. Hardness
values in the range of 8-10 GPa are caused by the second phase particles [37].
This approach is not limited to the specific material it was employed for here. An
interesting application of this approach to future work could be to apply the TEM sample
preparation to a nanoindent to study the interaction the indent has with a grain boundary. More
generally this approach would be useful to study any engineering metal with tailored interfaces
meant to improve its properties.
In summary, this approach is capable of studying the phenomenon of interest in this
work, chemical, mechanical and structural variations of grain boundary structures. While there
are possible challenges to consider during implementation, discussed above, they can be avoided
through an understanding of how each individual technique works and may interfere with

accompany techniques. Ultimately this approach derives its strength from the individual analysis
techniques comprising it.

7 Conclusions
The goal in this work was to identify chemical and structural properties of grain
boundaries based on their boundary structure. In order to accomplish this and fully characterize
the grain boundaries an approach was developed. This approach combined a surface mapping
technique accomplished through EBSD with microindentation for reference location to identify
suitable grain boundaries for analysis with TEM and nanoindentation.

TEM samples were

created in a site specific manner using a FIB. Samples were thermomechanically processed to
improve the grain boundary character distribution and to observe the effects processing had on
the grain boundaries with particular attention to grain boundary structure.

The findings or

confirmations of this work are listed below:

* Using known GBE conditions a favorable amount of CSL boundaries was obtained. The
best GBE condition was found to be a single cycle of 5% strain followed by annealing
with either cooling condition

* Compositional differences between grain boundary structures were only observed in slow
cooled samples. This difference was in the form of varying structures of Cr-carbide on
the grain boundary. Thermally induced segregation alone was not detected in water
quenched alloy 690 here.

* Carbide formation was dependent on grain boundary structure, similar to previous
observation for alloy 690 by Lim et al [29]. However on low energy boundaries the type
of carbide formation in this work was different from the results of Lim et al. Twin grain
boundaries exhibited thin bands (-50 nm) of carbides along the boundary. Low angle
grain boundaries had a semi-continuous carbide distribution showing some coarsening,
up to an average size of 230 nm. High angle grain boundaries had a discrete carbide
distribution with carbides coarsened to an average size of 430 nm.

*

The "mean field" model for the coarsening of a carbide distribution applied to the low
and high angle grain boundaries supports the observation that the diffusivity of Cr is an
order of magnitude greater through high angle grain boundaries compared to the low
angle grain boundaries at the temperature of Cr-carbide formation 600-950' C.

* High angle grain boundaries, previously shown to be more susceptible to SCC [24], had
the highest degree of carbide coarsening of all the boundary types. Increased diffusivity
at high angle boundaries leads to coarsening of carbides and depletion of Cr at points
along the grain boundary. The Cr-carbides change the mechanical properties of the grain
boundary in addition; they serve as potential sites for micro crack formation.
* The approach developed was successful for a coordinated examination of chemical and
mechanical state of grain boundaries based on their structure in alloy 690. The approach
could be applied to other systems for the site specific measurement of properties. Further
application of the newly developed technique can allow for further into the fundamental
aspects of different grain boundary structures.
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